WHAT’S INCLUDED IN EVERYTHING SEARCH?

All of the Internet

By Default: All resources owned, or subscribed to, by the Library + selected free open access resources

Check “Include Results from Other Libraries”: Search for millions of additional items from other libraries and digital repositories. These may be requested through SML’s InterLibrary Loan service.

SML physical collection of print journals

100% of articles and ebooks from major collections:

90% - 100% of citations from major databases:

Databases:
- PubMed.gov
- ProQuest
- Scopus
- ...and many more

Articles:
- Elsevier
- DOAJ
- Directory of Open Access Journals
- Wiley
- Oxford University Press
- ...and many more

WHAT IS EVERYTHING SEARCH?

SML’s Everything Search lets you search across an expansive selection of journals, e-books, presentations, digital objects, and databases using a single search query.


This is a great place to start, but when is it better to search in a specific database?

For systematic reviews and advanced searches, we recommend searching within a specific database to take advantage of its unique search features and filters.

For help with all searches, contact Scott Memorial Librarians:
http://library.jefferson.edu/help/